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Mechanism of Large Magnetostriction of Galfenol
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Galfenol ������ �� � and related alloys are very promising new magnetostrictive materials for broad applications. Using the den-
sity-functional full-potential linearized augmented plane wave method, we performed systematic theoretical investigations to explore the
mechanism that governs the large enhancement of magnetostriction in Galfenol. Here, we review our main theoretical findings on fac-
tors that lead to 1) the increase of magnetoelastic coupling; 2) the decrease of the tetragonal shear modulus; and 3) the phase instability.
Several ternary FeGaX alloys (� � 	
, Pt, Ir, Ge) were predicted to have large magnetostrictive coefficients, through manipulating
electron population and strength of spin-orbit coupling.

Index Terms—Density functional calculation, galfenol, magnetostriction, spin-orbit coupling.

I. INTRODUCTION

A NISOTROPIC magnetostriction is generally described
as the deformation of a body in response to a change

in its direction of magnetization through the application
of an external magnetic field [1], [2]. Materials with large
magnetostrictive coefficients, denoted as , with
representing the length of a sample and its change, are
widely utilized in nanoelectromechanical/microelectrome-
chanical systems, energy harvesters, sensors, actuators, and
transducers. On the other hand, materials with extremely
small are desired in electric transformers, motor shielding,
and magnetic recording. Rare-earth based alloys, such as

(Terfenol-D), are currently the strongest
magnetostrictive materials with
[3]–[5], but their applications are somewhat limited by several
drawbacks such as brittleness, high price, and large operating
magnetic field. Intriguingly, Clark et al. found that Galfenol, a
family of Fe-based alloys with Ga or other metalloid elements,
may have strong magnetostriction with –500 ppm
[6]–[10], the highest single crystalline magnetostriction for
transition metal alloys. Several unique features characterize the
enhanced magnetostrictive behavior of systems:
1) a quadratically increasing value of , reaching 400 ppm,
with increasing up to 19 in the bcc solid solution; 2) a
dramatic shear modulus softening with increasing ; 3)
a decrease in above and then the reemergence
of a second peak in near ; 4) a sign change in

near , where reaches its first apex; and 5)
an absence of the low-temperature anomaly in that is
observed in pure -Fe. This opens a new vista of achieving
strong magnetostriction in ductile metallic materials for a wide
range of applications. Extensive interdisciplinary efforts have
been dedicated to investigate the mechanism that leads to the
large enhancement of magnetostriction, so as to accelerate
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the development and optimization of functional materials in a
timely and cost-effective manner [11]–[14].

Due to its intrinsic complexity, however, magnetostriction in
transition metal systems has seldom been tackled theoretically
until very recently [15]–[19]. Theoretical studies for Galfenol
focused on identifying the key factors, from structural insta-
bility, bond modulation, spin-orbit coupling (SOC), to electron
population, in order to assist experimental efforts. Recent ab
initio studies for and related alloys satis-
factorily reproduced experimental results [20]–[22], indicating
that the intrinsic electronic structure changes induced by Ga
play an essential role. Extrinsic mechanisms such as the field-in-
duced rotation of and more recently
precipitates have also been proposed as the origin of the large
magnetostriction of Galfenol [23]–[25]. However, most single
crystalline samples have no obvious phase mixture [13], [26].

Here, we review the background and current status of theo-
retical studies using the density-functional theory (DFT) for the
understanding of magnetostriction in transition metal alloys. In
particular, we try to answer several key questions regarding what
governs the large magnetostriction in Galfenol and how to fur-
ther enhance their performance.

II. METHODOLOGY

State-of-the-art ab initio calculations based on the DFT [27],
[28] have been enormously successful, in both explaining ex-
isting phenomena and, more importantly, in predicting the prop-
erties of new systems. Synergistic applications of theory and ex-
periment, as have been demonstrated repeatedly in many areas
of materials science, become a “must” to further advance our un-
derstanding of complex materials. The all-electron full-potential
linearized augmented plane wave method [29], [30] is known as
one of the most accurate and powerful quantum mechanical sim-
ulation packages. Here, the wave function, potential, and charge
density are expended in a “natural” way without artificial shape
approximation. The core electrons are treated fully relativisti-
cally, while the SOC term is invoked second variationally for
the valence states [18].

For a cubic material, the magnetostrictive coefficient can be
determined through the strain dependences of
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Fig. 1. (a) Calculated strain dependences of� (open squares) and� (open circles) of �� �� . (b) Tetragonal magnetostriction constant ������
as a function of Ga composition. Circles are the experimental data taken at room temperature [9] and squares are results from the present calculations at 0 K.
Triangles show calculated results for �� �� 	
 and �� 	
 , with either one or both Ga being substituted by Zn in the unit cell. Insets are the
atomic configurations optimized through the ab initio calculations. Blue (red) balls are for Fe (Ga) atoms.

magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy and total energy
as [18]

(1)

Since is always positive for stable structures,
has the same sign as the slope of the curve. Clearly,
the major challenge for the first principles determination of
is to obtain reliable result of , which is typically very
small and requires high accuracy in dealing with the SOC term.
In our calculations, are evaluated through the torque
method [18], which can provide stable results with a manage-
able number of -points. Benchmark calculations for the cubic
bulk Fe, Co, and Ni, and their alloys resulted in a good agree-
ment with experiments [18], [31].

For the convenience of discussions, we recall that the lowest
order contribution of SOC toward the total energy is [32]

(2)

where and represent the sets of occupied and unoccu-
pied states, respectively. For contributions from the -states,
the nonzero matrix elements of the and operators are

, , ,
, and .

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

An example for the determination of of the binary alloy
is illustrated in Fig. 1(a). Both and are

smooth functions of along the (100) axis, indicating the high
quality of theoretical data. The value of determined with
the slope of and the curvature of at is 128 ppm
for , in excellent agreement with the experimental
data, 140 ppm [9]. Using this approach, we calculated values
of of the ground-state structures of alloys

, as depicted in the insets in Fig. 1(b) [22]. Theoretical
results display a quantitative agreement with experiments, good
evidence that shows the intrinsic factors as the main sources of
large magnetostriction of Galfenol.

Fig. 2. Calculated and measured values of � and �� � ������ for
Galfenol. Open and filled symbols denote experimental [9] and theoretical
data, respectively. The blue circles and squares are the experimental results
from [33]. Curves are for eye guiding. The bar for � at � � �� indicates
the range of theoretical data with slight structural changes. The inset shows
the schematic network of Fe–Fe bonds in �� �� with the � structure
viewed from the ����� direction.

In the regime of , Ga and other metalloid elements af-
fect the properties of Fe by reducing the tetragonal shear mod-
ulus and enhancing its magnetoelastic coupling coefficient

. These lead to a peculiar quadratic behavior of the
curve of Galfenol before its first peak at . It is instruc-
tive to separately study the -dependences of and , as well
as the phase stability in Galfenol, with systematic DFT calcula-
tions.

A. Origin of Lattice Softening in Galfenol

The calculated tetragonal shear modulus of Galfenol with
is plotted in Fig. 2, along with results of shear modulus

that is scaled by a factor of . Overall, the agreement
between theory and experiment is satisfactory in the entire range
of Ga concentrations. Notable deviation for only occurs near

, due to the underestimation of the lattice size of the pure
bulk Fe in DFT calculations. It is noteworthy that decreases
very slightly with , indicating a strong anisotropic response of
the lattice toward external stress.

To understand the mechanism, let us analyze the ordered
– structure in the inset in Fig. 2, where the pure
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Fig. 3. (a) Projected DOS for different orbitals in the Fe atom nearest to Ga (Fe(C)) in �� �� (solid lines) in the minority spin channel, in comparison
to the corresponding results of bulk Fe (dashed lines). The vertical line at � � � denotes the position of the Fermi level. (b) Number of states around the Fermi
level (integrated within �0.2 eV) for Fe(C) atoms in �� �� �� � �	
�.

Fe layers are alternatively separated by the Fe–Ga mixed layers
along the (001) direction. Because of the missing -orbitals at
Ga sites, Fe-bonds toward metalloid atoms become “dangling
bonds.” With the removal of sticks between Fe and Ga, the
network of Fe–Fe bonds is obviously weakened to withstand
stress along the (001) axis, which subsequently causes a drastic
reduction of displayed in Fig. 2. In contrast, the hinge-type
network is strong along the (111) direction and, as a result,
the value of is not much affected by the increase of Ga
concentration up to . The large differences between
and of Fe–Ga alloys make them useful as novel auxetic
materials that have negative Poisson’s ratios when they are
stretched along the (110) direction [33].

B. Origin of Magnetoelastic Coupling Enhancement in
Galfenol

A simple question one may ask is: which factor is crucial
for the large magnetoelastic coupling of Galfenol. The answer
at the onset should be “the presence of nonbinding Fe -states
around the Fermi level.” According to (1) and (2), an essential
feature for strong magnetostrictive materials is to have large

under a small lattice distortion. This can be achieved
by reducing the energy separation between occupied and un-
occupied states, i.e., the denominator in (2). Fig. 3(a) shows
the calculated density of states (DOS) of different -orbitals
in the Fe atom nearest to Ga (denoted by Fe(C) below) in

in the minority spin channel, accompanied by
corresponding results of the bulk Fe. The Fe(C) atoms loss their
Fe first neighbors and provide more than 70% contributions to
the magnetostriction enhancement, particularly from states in
the minority spin channel. One obvious observation for the bulk
Fe in Fig. 3(a) is that the Fermi level lays right at the dip of
DOS, and hence, its strain-induced magnetic anisotropy ener-
gies are small with large . The presence of Ga introduces

Fig. 4. Strain dependent total energies of the bulk �� �� crystal in the
B2-like (blue square) and �� (red circle) structures. The green dot indicates
the energy of the hexagonal�� structure aside. The left insets give the B2-like
and�� structures. The right inset shows values of� for the bulk�� –�� ��
with different lattice sizes.

nonbonding states around Fe(C), mainly with the feature,
due to the weak Fe–Ga hybridization. The reduced separation
between states across significantly enhances their SOC
interaction and, hence, the magnetostriction. To further show
the correlation between magnetostriction and the availability of
Fe(C) -states around the Fermi level, we give the number of
states within 0.2 eV in Fig. 3(b) versus the Ga concentration.
It is clear that values of in the minority spin channel
increase monotonically with , corresponding to the increasing
numbers of Fe dangling bonds around Ga atoms. The trend also
correlates well to the monotonic increase of magnetostriction
in Fig. 1(b). As a further step, one can trace down to the key
electronic states that are responsible to the strain dependence of
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Fig. 5. Schematic cluster models for �� �� alloys in (a) small B2-like, � � ���� and (b) �	 -like, � � �	�
. Insets are atomic models used in calcula-
tions. Blue and red balls are for Fe and Ga atoms, respectively.

, as we did for B2-like [38] and
[34]. In , the – state in the minority
spin channel was identified to play the key role in producing
large magnetostriction.

C. Structure Stability of Pure Phases of Galfenol

X-ray and neutron diffraction experiments revealed that the
first peak in the curve of Galfenol associates with the
boundary of the – two-phase field [35]. Recent studies
demonstrate that quenched Galfenol crystals have mixed phases
of A2, B2-like, and phases at high Ga concentration [36],
[37]. Theoretical studies also indicate that the elastic and mag-
netic properties of Galfenol with sensitively depend on
the local atomic arrangement [38]. Therefore, it is crucial to in-
vestigate the energetics and stability of different single crystal
phases for the understanding of the dip and the second peak in
the curve of Galfenol.

For the bcc-type crystal structures at ,
total energies of the B2-like and phases versus tetragonal
lattice distortion are presented in Fig. 4. The total energy of
the B2-like structure decreases monotonically as the lattice ex-
pands along the -axis until the fcc-type arrangement is
formed. Interestingly, the phase of is also un-
stable against the tetragonal distortion, changing toward the fcc-
type structure. Nevertheless, the instability of phase
can be contained by various factors such as randomization of
a small amount of Ga atoms from their ordered lattice sites as
shown by the large change of at in Fig. 2, or by
a slight change of the lattice constant. As shown in the inset
in Fig. 4, while the – bulk has a negative

with the theoretically optimized lattice size
, changes its sign when the lattice size slightly shrinks

by as small as 0.2% to . This indicates the high sensi-
tivity of the structural instability of the phase on the change
of local environment.

The field-induced rotation of precipitates is the
core assumption of the extrinsic mechanism proposed for the
explanation of large magnetostriction of Galfenol [23], [24].
We found that the phase is actually higher in energy than
the phase and the metastable structure between them has a

ratio of 1.23. Moreover, the hexagonal and cubic
phases are much lower in energy than this structure.
Experimentally, the precipitation of phase was observed for
some slowly cooled sample [39], and it was found

Fig. 6. Calculated � against the band filling � for �� �� ,
�� �� �� , and �� �� with 2% and �2% lattice distor-
tions along the z-axis.

that the sample, with a small addition of Ge,
has two phases: the fcc and the hexagonal , in agree-
ment with our analysis [40], [41]. The observation of elongated

-like precipitates in Galfenol samples reported by Cao et al.
[42] was questioned by more recent studies using X-ray diffuse
scattering [36]. The formation of massive precipi-
tates should be very unlikely.

We also calculated the equilibrium shape of –
nanoparticles embedded in Fe or A2 Fe/Ga matrices, using
models that contain 128 atoms as shown in the insets in Fig. 5
[43]. No constraint was assumed for the shape and size of the
unit cells and all atoms were allowed to relax during the struc-
tural optimization procedure. For the structure with B2-like
cluster, the entire unit cell expands along the B2-axis (vertical
here) but the cluster does not stretch to the structure as for
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Fig. 7. (a) � (open squares) and � (open triangles) of �� �� �� as a function of lattice strain along the z-axis. The open circles (asterisks)
with dashed (short-dashed) line represent the strain dependence of � of �� �� ��� �� �. The inset is the atomic configuration used in the
calculations. (b) Eigenvalues near � and their wave function features and strain-induced shifts of �� �� �� at � point. The solid and dashed arrows
highlight the key pairs of states that make positive and negative contributions to � , respectively.

the uniform B2-like bulk . The calculated distance
between adjacent Ga atoms is 2.990 , a value that agrees
well with experimental data extracted from the differential
X-ray absorption spectroscopy [44]. Importantly, the -like
nanostructure shown in Fig. 5(b) retains its cubic structure in
the Fe matrix.

One interesting theoretical finding is the high sensitivity of
magnetostriction to the local atomic structure at high Ga con-
centration . The local B2-like structure was identi-
fied to play a key role in the strong positive magnetostriction
of Fe–Ga alloys, whereas the structure provides a nega-
tive contribution [38]. Surprisingly, the magnetostrictive coeffi-
cients of both B2-like and -like clusters in Fig. 5 are oppo-
site in sign compared to results of their bulk counterparts. For
instance, the calculated for the B2-like cluster in Fig. 5(a)
is negative, 33 ppm, and for the cluster in Fig. 5(b)
is positive, 45 ppm. In Fig. 1, of homogeneous Galfenol
samples at should be around 120 ppm. This
indicates that the inhomogeneous precipitations are detrimental
for the enhancement of magnetostriction.

D. Manipulation of Magnetostriction of Ternary Fe–Ga Alloys

Now we discuss the possibility of using the density-func-
tional approach along with rigid band model for the prediction
of magnetostriction in intermetallic alloys. As illustration, the
strain -induced magnetic anisotropy energies of

are given in Fig. 6(a) versus the number of elec-
trons in the unit cell . Note that large at the real , de-
noted by the vertical solid lines in Fig. 6, corresponds to strong
magnetostriction. It is clear that of can be
further enhanced by moving the position of over the fixed
band structure to the left side, i.e., by taking away about one
electron from the unit cell. Practically, this can be done through
Zn substitution for Ga, assuming that Ga and Zn behave simi-
larly toward the hybridization with Fe atoms.

To verify the applicability of this approach, DFT calculations
were conducted for and , by
replacing one or two Ga atoms with Zn in the 16-atom cubic
unit cell. Interestingly, the three sets of curves
in Fig. 6 are very similar. The of

locates right at the peaks of the curves in Fig. 6(b),
which leads to , 43% larger than that of

. Further reduction of decreases to 134
ppm for . DOS curves indicate that substitution
of Zn for Ga mainly causes band shift against but hardly
changes the band structure. Therefore, the applicability of
the rigid band model can be established for the prediction of
magnetostriction of Galfenol and related alloys in a reasonable
range of . Fundamentally, changing alters the leading
pairs of states across the Fermi level and permits to capture
those with strong SOC interaction.

Another way one can use to control magnetostriction is
the SOC matrix elements in (2). Some heavy elements, such
as Pt and Ir, are good providers of large SOC as found in
perpendicular magnetic recording media [45]. To demonstrate
the importance of large SOC on magnetostriction, we give

– curve of in Fig. 7(a), together
with results of and . While the
calculated of the distorted struc-
ture is over 3 meV/cell, the corresponding values
of Fe–Ga binary alloys are only 0.45 meV/cell. In addition,

and of drop by a factor of seven
if we selectively switch off the SOC of Pt in calculations. It is
also striking to find that of becomes
unusually high, 943 ppm, a value that is 2 3 times higher
than the best magnetostrictive coefficient of binary Galfenol
alloys reported so far. With the same configuration model, the
calculated of is also as high as 1156
ppm. Calculations with other elements and compositions sug-
gest that many ternary alloys may have giant magnetostriction,

. For example, a model
structure has up to 3500 ppm, even larger than that of
Terfenol-D . Although the hypothetical
structural model might be too simple for complex ternary al-
loys, these results conceptually indicate a possibility of making
strongly magnetostrictive materials through appropriately com-
bined actions of Pt that provides large SOC, and Ga (or other
metalloid elements) that weakens the -states of adjacent Fe.

We further found that the “hot” zone of
to the magnetostriction is round the point. To appreciate roles
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of different electronic states, we give all eigenstates near the
Fermi level ( 0.2 eV) at the point in Fig. 7(b) and highlight
the key pairs of occupied and unoccupied states with arrows.
The states in both the majority and minority spin channels
play important roles in producing large enhancement of ,
mainly through the and
pairs, couplings across (the up and down arrows denote the
majority and minority spins, respectively). Because of the strong
mixing between – and – states, these matrix elements
are much larger than those in binary Fe–Ga alloys. Moreover,
the energy positions of these states, i.e., and in (2), are
sensitive to the tetragonal lattice distortions since the states
point directly along the (001) axis. Quantitatively, the direction
and magnitude of strain-induced energy shifts are also given
in Fig. 7(b) for different states around . It is obvious that
eigenenergies of the states change much faster (about two
times) than other states under lattice distortions.

IV. SUMMARY

Extensive density-functional calculations provide insightful
understandings of the large enhancement of magnetostriction of
Galfenol and related alloys. Satisfactory agreements between
theory and experiment have been achieved for the determination
of elastic and magnetoelastic properties of Galfenol at low Ga
concentration. We demonstrated that the large magnetostric-
tion of Galfenol is caused by intrinsic electronic properties,
rather than by the formation of heterogeneous precipitations
or nanoparticles. Further analysis using the rigid band model
indicates that one can enhance magnetostriction of Galfenol by
substituting Ga with Zn or Ge, or by substituting Fe with Pt
or Ir. Clearly, density-functional studies are useful to address
the most fundamental issues regarding magnetostriction in
intermetallic alloys, and to provide instructive guideline for the
further development of the magnetostrictive materials.
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